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Abstract— Wireless networks are recognized to be liable to a assortment of Dos and DDOS attacks such as wormhole which reduces the 

quality of service in normal network operations. Lot of methods have been developed to identify and to preserve these kind of attacks. But these 

solutions mainly focus on attack-resilient rather than rooting out the source of attacks. Wormhole attacks can weaken or disable wireless sensor 

networks. MANET is severely affected by Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks which are the major problem for users of computer 

systems connected to the Internet. The wormhole attack is possible even if all communication provides legitimacy and secrecy. In the wormhole 

attack, an attacker slash packets at one location in the network, tunnels them to another location, and retransmits them there into the network. 

This can form a serious threat in wireless networks, including many ad hoc network routing protocols and location-based wireless security 

systems. An unique solution is developed to handle this integrity verification by forming the distributed and centralised wormhole detection 

algorithm for wireless networks. In this paper, we quantify wormhole’s demoralizing harmful crash on network coding system performance 

through experiments. 
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I. Introduction 

A wireless network is a network that uses wireless 

data connection for connecting nodes. Wireless networking is 

a method of connecting home networks; telecommunication 

networks and business installation avoid the expensive process 

of introducing cable, or as a connection between different 

locations. Wireless network attacks have significantly 

increased in the past few years. Every wireless network attack 

has its own crash on network function. The intruder will attack 

the packets which are sent as plain text or in encrypted form, 

"Confidentiality Attacks" will interrupt the data packets sent 

over the wireless network. Attackers are getting smarter along 

with the passage of time. A wormhole attack can be easily 

done by capturing the packets from one node to another node 

without having knowledge of the network or any other node. It 

is a severe threat in mobile ad hoc network applications. The 

Intruder receives packets at one point in the network, forwards 

them through a wireless tunnel and relays them to another 

point in the network. This paper describes distributed and 

centralized wormhole detection algorithm for wireless 

networks. 

II. Problem Statement 

In a wormhole attack, an invader receives packets at one 

node in the network, ―tunnels‖ them to another node in the  

 

network, the distance formed by ―tunneling‖ is longer than the 

normal transmission range of a single hop, the work attacker is 

simple to make the tunneled packet appear with better metric 

than a normal multihop route. The attacker forwards each bit 

over the tunnel directly, without waiting for an entire packet to 

be received. 

: 

 

Figure 1: Wormhole Attack 

 
 The attacker accepts the rebroadcast packets. In wireless 
networks, some nodes will have the delusion that they are 
close to the attacker. It has the ability of changing network 
topologies and bypassing packets for further exploitation. 

The wormhole has been created and posed in three 
different  ways:  

a) Tunneling the packets.  

b) The Distance of Long Range tunnel. 

c) Tunnel creation.  

The wormhole attack replay packets already existing on 
the network so the attack cannot be overwhelmed by network 
security, which pass all cryptographic check. The first step of 
the wormhole attacks are   more complicated attacks, such as 
man-in-the-middle attacks and other DoS attacks. Some nodes 
in the network will waste their resources by retransmitting the 
packets from the wormhole link and processing some non-
innovative packets. Second, the intruder may have the ability 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications_network
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to turn off and on the wormhole tunnel in the data 
transmission. This makes the network system unable to find 
the counterfeit transmission link in data transmission. The 
main objective of this paper is to detect and localize wormhole 
attacks. A centralised and distributed algorithm is proposed to 
detect the attack in MANET. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Dotted Lines- ―Tunneling‖ path created by two 

malicious node 
Packet leash is a general mechanism for detecting and 

defensive against wormhole attacks. A leash is defined as any 
information that is added to a packet designed to restrict the 
maximum allowed transmission distance of a particular 
packet. 

III. The Dawn Algorithm 

The DAWN algorithm is designed using the 

Transmission Count. The ETX metric, or expected 

transmission count, is defined as the measure of the value of a 

path between two nodes in a wireless packet data network. 

ETX is the number of expected transmissions of a packet to be 

received without error at its destination. The Expected 

Transmission Count (ETX) metric is an sophisticated routing 

metric used for finding high-throughput. Among the neighbor 

nodes, the one with lower ETX is supposed to receive new 

packets earlier than the other one whose probability is high. In 

order to supervise the new packets transmission direction, 

nodes have to work collaboratively. DAWN consists of two 

phases on each node:  

a) Observation of packet direction and report its 

results to its neighbors and 

 b) Detection of attackers, if any.  

 
 

Figure 3: Judge Node in wireless network 

The Detect phase is mainly based on the results which are 

received from neighbours during the Report phase. Both of the 

algorithms are running simultaneously on every node in the 

network.  

 Report phase, Each node will think that its neighbor 

is an attacker if it receives new packets from the neighbor and 

the ETX of this neighbour is greater than the threshold. A 

node is called a judge node of a neighbor if their ETXs metric 

is higher than the threshold. It sends its opinion as a report to 

its neighbours.  

Detect phase, the judge node sends the report to each 

node in the detect phase. After receiving the report from the 

judge node, it analyses the report i.e. whether it is from valid 

judge node or not. Next, it sends the report from the valid 

judge node to all the remaining nodes in the network and helps 

to detect the malicious node. Each node accumulates and 

calculates the number of its judge nodes who forward report 

about the reported possible attacker in the current batch. The 

decision will be based on the majority report which are 

generated from the judge node and confirms the attacker is 

involved in a wormhole attack and block it from future data 

transmission. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Successful Probability in DAWN 

 

IV. The centralized Algorithm 

In the centralized algorithm, we investigate the order of 

rank increments to identify the wormhole links. Mostly, when 

a new packet is sent from the source node, the nodes that are 

near the source node are expected to receive the new packets 

earlier than the nodes that are distant from the source node. 

On the other hand, the existence of wormhole link 

instinctively changes the regular network topology since the 

new packets can be transmitted through the ―tunnel‖ directly 

and safely, and thus the nodes in the region of the remote side 

of the ―tunnel‖ can receive the new packets earlier than 

expected. This significantly changes the order of the rank 

increments among the nodes. The source node sends a new 

packet, and each node receiving the new packet will result in 

rank increment varies from 0 to 1. The time stamps of rank 

increments on the nodes throughout the whole transmission 

are collected and by using these time stamps the order of rank 

Increments are found.  
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Figure 6: rank increment order of node in normal network 

 

 
Figure 6: rank increment order of node in worm hole attack 

network 

 

The ETXs of the nodes based on the ascending time 

order of rank increments are denoted by blue lines. Later, we 

find that when the wormhole link exists the blue line 

automatically deviates from the red line. It is true that the 

wormhole truly changes the network topology and also the 

transmission flows. It is easy to observe the time order of rank 

increments, and send alerts when the deviation of the order 

exceeds the bound. 

The range of the nodes which involved in wormhole 

attack also determined. We set up a central node in the 

centralised algorithm and it owns the authority to collect 

information from all the nodes in the network. Wormhole 

detection Algorithm will be based on the rank increasing 

information on the central node. The responsibility of each 

node is to record the time when the rank of the received 

packets increases and then it generates a report that contains 

the details of the time, the node address, and their rank. Each 

node sends the reports to the central node through common 

unicast.  

V. Conclusion 

We have investigated about the wormhole attacks on 

wireless network system and proposed two algorithms that 

make use of the metric ETX to safeguard against wormhole 

attack.In proposed Centralized Algorithm, it assigns a central 

node to collect and examine the forwarding behaviors of each 

node in the network, to react well-timed when wormhole 

attack is initiated. The correctness of the Centralized 

Algorithm was proven by deriving a lower bound of the 

deviation in the algorithm. We have proposed a Distributed 

detection Algorithm against Wormhole in wireless Network 

systems, DAWN. DAWN is distributed algorithm for the 

nodes in the network, eliminating the restriction of firmly 

synchronized clock. DAWN is efficient and  it fits for wireless 

network. Both centralized and distributed algorithms, we have 

utilized the digital signatures to make sure every report is 

indisputable and cannot be forged by any attackers. the 

proposed algorithms can sense the malicious nodes 

participating in wormhole attack with high booming rate and 

the algorithm is proficient in terms of computation and 

communication overhead.  
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